Come be a part of Utah history and get paid to gather signatures for the 2018 ballot initiative on redistricting

We’re looking for smart, hard-working Utahns to help us gather the signatures for the Better Boundaries Redistricting campaign. Grassroots Utah is a political consulting firm that has been hired to collect signatures for this effort.

As a paid canvasser, you will:
- Go out and physically collect signatures from supportive Utah voters.
- Get paid $15 per hour (not by signature)
- Receive training from political field operation experts— including practical, hands-on experience with cutting-edge data and tech tools!

*Position open September 2017- April 2018, with shorter terms & holiday breaks available*

Job Requirements:
- No previous experience needed!

Applicants must:
- Be able-bodied and capable of standing and walking for several hours at a time
- Own or have consistent access to a working, legally registered vehicle
- Speak fluent English
- Be 18 or older

Although no previous experiences is required, preference is given to applicants who are:
- Tech-savvy and willing to master new tech tools
- Interested in politics and political organizing
- Outgoing and willing to proactively engage with voters in the field
- Self-motivated and hard-working

Have questions? Reach out anytime to nate@grassrootsutah.org.